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The methodof multiplescalesis usedto analyzethe wavepropagation
in two-dimensional
hard-walledducts with sinusoidalwalls. For travelingwaves,resonanceoccurswheneverthe wall
wavenumberis equal to the differenceof the wavenumbers
of any two duct acousticmodes.The
resultsshowthat neitherof theseresonating
modescouldoccurwithoutstronglygenerating
the
other.
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INTRODUCTION

I.

We consider acoustic waves propagating in an inviscid, nonconducting, perfect gas confined in a two-dimensional hard-walled duct having a nonuniform cross sec-

sion

tion.

We assume

the walls

to have weak

sinusoidal

A STRAIGHTFORWARD

EXPANSION

In this section, we follow Salant and seek an expanof the form

½(x,y) = ½0(x,y)+

un-

(5)

dulations.Wemakelengths,velocities,andtimedi-

Substituting Eq. 5 into Eqs. 2-4,

mensionless using the average width of the duct d, the
undisturbed speed of sound c, and the characteristic

boundaryconditionsfrom y = ½sink,oxandy = 1 + ½sin(k,ox
+ 0) to y =0 andy = 1 by developing4>xand 4>•in Taylor

time d/c. In dimensionless
quantities,thewalls of the
duct are located by

y = ½sink•x ,

lower wall ,

y = 1 + ½sin(k•x+ 0) , upperwall ,

(la)

series expansions, expanding for small ½, and equating
coefficients of like powers of ½, we obtain
Order ½0

(lb)

V•'4)o
+•o•'4>0
='0,

(6)

(•0•=0,

aty=0,

(7)

(•0•=0, aty=l;

(8)

where ½ is a small dimensionless parameter character-

izing the weakness of the wall undulations, kw is the
wavenumber of the undulations, and 0 is the phase difference

between the undulations

transferring the

Order

½

of the two walls.

v•'$• +o•"$•= 0,
Since the gas is assumed to be inviscid and noncon-

ducting, its irrotational motion can be described by a

qS•=q5oxkwcoskuyx-q5o•sinkuyx
, at y=0 ,

dimensionless
potentialfunction•(x, y, t). For linear
motionsandharmonictime variationsof theform •(x,
y, t)=•b(x, y)exp(-icot), c• satisfies

qb•=qb0xkwcos(k•.x+0)-q50•sin(kwx+0)
, aty=l

v"• +o/• =0,

(2)

where to is the dimensionless frequency of oscillation.
For an inviscid fluid and a hard wall, the flow is tangential to the walls; that is,
•b•= ½•bxk
wcosk•x ,

at y = ½sink•x ,

•b•= ½•bxk
wcos(k•x+ 0) , at y = 1 + ½sin(k•x+ 0) .

(3)

(4)

(9)
(10)
.
(11)

The solution of Eqs. 6-8 is taken to be

•b0=A cosn•ryexp(ik•x) ,

(12)

where

k•=oo•'-n•'•, n=0,1,2, --- .

(13)

For traveling waves, n•r must be less than •o.

Substituting for •0 into Eqs. 10 and 11, we have

c)• = {'iA(knk,o
- n%r
•')exp[i(k,+k,o)x]
Straightforward expansions of the form •b0 + ½•bxwere

obtainedfor the solutionsof this problem by Isakovitchx
for the case of a waveguide with only one undulating

wall, by Samuels
•' for the case of a waveguidewith inphasewall undulations(i.e., 0 =0), andby Salant
a for
the above general problem. Unfortunately, all the above
expansions are not uniform because the correction ½•bx
dominates the first term •b0 for frequencies near what
Isakovitch, Samuels, and Salant call the resonant frequencies. In this paper, we determine a uniform ex-

pansionby usingthe methodof multiple scales.4 Before
determining this uniform expansion, we carry out a
straightforward expansion in the next section to exhibit
the nonuniformity.
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ß

+ •iA(knk,o
+n•'rr
•')exp[i(k•- k,o)x], at y =0 ,

(14)

q•• = «iA(knk,o
- n•'rr
•')cosn•r
exp[i(k,,+k,o)x+iO]
+ •iA
• ' (knk,o
+n•'•r
•') costarexp[i(k•- k,o)x- iO] ,
at y = 1.

(15)

We seek a particular solution to Eqs. 9, 14, and 15 of
the form
1

q• = •iA(knk,o
-n%•)4,•(y) exp[i(k,+k,o)x]

+ «iA(knk,o
+n•'rr•')4'•.(y)exp[i(kn
- k,o)x].

(16)

SubstitutingEq. 16 into Eqs. 9, 14, and 15 and equating

the coefficientsof exp[i(k,,ñk,o)x],we obtain
Copyright¸ 1974 by the Acoustical
Societyof America
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(17a)

(27)

(17b)
(28)

(sa)
(18b)

The solutionof Eqs. 23-25 is taken to containthe two
interacting mddes; that is,

(8c)

0o=A.(xOcosmrry
exp(ik.,xo)
+An(x•)
cosnrry
exp(iknxo),
(29)

The solutions of Eqs. 17 and 18 are

4,•= (assinai)'x{sinassinaft+[cosa
s- cosnrr
xexp(- iOcos•rj)]
cos%y}, j =1 and2 .

(19)

The present expansionis in agreementwith that obtained

whereAm(x•)andAn(x•)are still undetermined
at this
level of approximation;theyare determinedat the next
levelof approximation.Substituting
f9r 00 from Eq. 29
into Eqs. 26-28, we obtain

by Salant.

The functions4b -•,

and hence, 0t- ooas a s-rn•r,

(30)

which corresponds to the resonant frequencies

zr =
(.O

(k.+k•)z +mZ•r
z , withintegerm ß

(20)

Hence, the abovestraightforwardexpansionis not valid
when•o--•or. An expansionvalid near the resonantfre-

+«i • As(k•kw
+j•'•r
•')exp[i(ks
- k•)x0]
, aty=0 ,
s=m.n

quencies is obtained in the next section by using the

methodof multiple scales. Sincek[ =•o•'- rn•'•2 from

O•=«i • As(ksk•
-j•'•')cosier
exp[i(ks
+k•)xo
+iO]

Eq. 13, the resonant frequencies occur whenever

• =•.+•

.

(31)

(2•)

+«i Z As(k•kw
+Jz•rz)
cosj•r
exp[i(k
s- kw)xo
- iO],

Notethat, for the specialcase 0 = 0, m takeson all odd

aty=l

values when n is even and m takes on all even values

when n is odd.

For the special case 0 = •r, m- n is even.

For 0 S0 and % rn takes on all integer values. The resonant case kw= k, +kmoccurs only for standingwaves,
while the other case occurs for both standing and trav-

eling waves. In this paper, we consider the traveling
case only.
II.

EXPANSIONS

VALID

NEAR

RESONANT

FREQUENCIES

In this section,we determineuniform expansions
for
the form

where primes denotedifferentiationwith respectto xx.

Equations30-32 will havea finite solution,andhence
the resulting expansionis uniform if, andonly if, a socalled solvability conditionis satisfied. To determine
this solvability conditionand carry out the expansion
further, we expressthe nearnessof k• to kn-km by introducingthe detuningparameter (r accordingto

k•=k,-k•+½g,

the resonant case kw=k,- kin. To this end• we seek
asymptoticexpansionsto the solutionsof Eqs. 2-4 of
,

O(x,y)=Cko(Xo,
X•,y)+ ½ck•(Xo,
X•,y) +. . . ,

(22)

where x0=x is a fast scale characterizingthewavelengths
of the acoustic waves and xt = ½x is a slow scale charac-

terizing the amplitude and phase modulationsdue to the
resonance. Substituting Eq. 22 into Eqs. 2-4 and equating coefficients of like powers of ½, we obtain

, (32)

g=0(1),

(33)

andexpress(k,- k•)xoand (k• +kw)xo as
(k, - k•)xo = kmxo- gx• ,

(34a)

(k• + k•)xo = k,xo+ •x• .

(34b)

To determine the solvability conditionfor Eqs. 30-32,
we seek a particular solution of the form

Oz=i4• (y)exp(ik•xo)
+i4•,(y) exp(ik,xo)
.

(35)

SubstitutingEq. 35 into Eqs. 30-32, using Eqs. 34,

andequating
thecoefficients
of exp(ikmxo)
andexp(iknx
o)
on both sides, we obtain

Order ½o

4•,,,+

o"0o

4•,,,= - 2k.,A., eosm•ry,

(36)

(23)

4•'•(0)= «An(knkw
+n•'rr•')
exp(- irrxz),

(37)

aty=0,

(24)

exp[-i(o'x•+0)] ,
4,'.,(1) -••A.(k.k• +n•'••')cosn•r

(38)

•0•=0,

aty=l;

(25)

•n" +rtzIrZ•n
= -- 2k•A•cosnrry'

(39)

00•=0,

4•(0)=«A.,(k.,kw
- mart
z)exp(irrxz)
,
z)eosmrr
exp[i(rrxz
+0)] .
='iA,,,(k,,,kw
_ mZrr

(40)

Order

½

OX•O
+ 3yz +

0%o
z,
=--28x03x

(26)

(41)

The general solution of Eq. 36 is
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ibm= cxcosm•ry
+ casinm•ry- (km/mrr)y
A• sinm•ry.
(42)

Substituting Eq. 42 into Eqs. 37 and 38, we have

mrrc•.
=«An(knk
w+n•'•)exp(_icrx•),
(m•rc•.kmax')cosm•r
=«A.(k.k•+n•'•)

(43)

,

xcosnTrexp[-i(rrx•+0)] .

(44)

36-38:

A• =«k•(k,k,o
+hart
a)[1- (- 1)m+•
exp(-iO)]A,exp(-icrx•)
.
Similarly,

ß
(45)
the solvability condition for Eqs. 39-41 is

A• =«k;•(kmk,o
- matra)[1
- (- 1)m*"
exp(iO)]Am
exp(it•x•)
.
(46)
We seek a solution to Eqs. 45 and 46 of the form

Am=am
exp(sx•)
, A,=a,exp[(s
+iJ)x•],

43, and the response is not very large in contrast with
the straightforward expansion obtained in the previous
section. However, Eqs. 29, 45, and 46 showthat the
nth mode cannot exist without the ruth resonant mode.

Consequently, sinusoidal wall undulations can be used to

generate the ruth mode from the nth mode if km= k,- k•.

Solving Eq. 4a for ca and substituting the result into
Eq. 44, we obtain the following solvability condition for
Eqs.

770

Ill.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

A straightforward perturbation solution of the form

qb=qb0+ ½qb•
is obtained for the acoustic wave propagation
in a hard-wailed
weak sinusoidal

two-dimensional
duct whose walls have
undulations of the order of the small di-

mensionless parameter

½. The results show that if the

mth mode corresponding to the frequency cowith the
wavenumber kmpasses through the duct, the wall undulations will generate two weak waves with the wavenum-

bers k• +km and k•- kin, where k• is the wavenumber of

the wall undulations. If kw, km=k, where k, is the wave-

(47)

where as and s are constants. Substitutingthis assumed

solutioninto Eqs. 45 and46 andeliminatingthe a's,
we get

number of the nth mode, the straightforward expansion

breaks downbecause½qb•
is not small comparedwith qb
0.
For traveling waves, only the resonantcase k•= k,- km
occurs. An expansionvalid when k• =km- k, is then obtained. The results show that the mth mode cannot ex-

s(s +itr) =9 ,

(483)

ist withoutstronglygenerating
thenthmode;however,
both modestravel unattenuatedthroughthe duct.

where

12=«(kmkn)'•(kmk•m•'7r
•')(knk
• +n•'7r
•')[1- (- 1)m+n
cos0].
(4•[b)
1
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The solution of Eq. 48a is

s =•i[- rrñ(o2- 49)•/a] .
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Since kw= kn-km + ½o'from Eq. 33,

kmkw
_ rrt•.rr
•.=knkm
_ k•m
+(O.
km_rrt•.rr
•.=knkm
_ coa
+ (O.
km<0 ,
because
k, <coandkm<co. Hences is pureimaginaryand
AmandA, are boundedas a consequence.Therefore,
qb
0 and qb•are boundedaccordingto Eqs. 29, 42; and
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